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RETAIL, HOSPITALITY, RESTAURANTS, ANY PUBLIC PLACE

Most commercial spaces that are open to the public are legally required to pay royalties for 
the music they are playing.  Simply playing someone’s iTunes collections, Pandora, Spotify  

or many other services are not legal.
 

If your not playing live radio stations, you’ll want to make sure that your music service  
is offering ASCAP, BMI or SESAC licensed music.  

FUSION & SOUNDMACHINE:

Fusion has partnered with the commercially licensed music service  
SoundMachine to be able to provide you the best solution for your 
music needs.  Their service offers fully licensed music (ASCAP, BMI, SESAC) that you can play in public 
spaces.  With over 70+ playlists and growing they also offer you several unique features such as  
seamlessly integrating pre-recorded messages at specific times.  A company can also manage multiple 
locations playlists from one central computer.

COMMERCIAL MUSIC SOLUTIONS

FEATURES INCLUDE:

    70+ playlists with full, upbeat or mellow settings
    Pre-programmed custom announcements
    Multiple sources within one location
    Manage multiple locations with one central computer
    No contracts & discounts for yearly pre-paid service
    $29.95 @ month

PREMIUM SERVICE:

Powered by Napster!
250+ playlists with full, upbeat or mellow settings
Create custom playlists by selecting a specific artist
35 million song database
$34.95 @ month
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SELECT / INSTALL
How many different sources of music do you need playing at any one time?  The SoundMachine service with our  
music servers can support multiple different streams of music in one location.  Want one genre of music playing  
in the front of house and something entirely different playing in the kitchen?  No problem!  Simply pick the  
appropriate Fusion music server for the number of streams you need.   If you need more, you can always stack 
multiple servers for more streams!

Commercial Music Solutions

MANAGE
Have multiple locations?  Manage the music for all locations from a single computer at your headquarters.   
Are you a restaurant or bar?  Record a happy hour message to be played at the appropriate time automatically.  
Are you a retailer?  Easily record a store closing announcement, happy holiday or special sale message to be 
played.  Each location can have music tailored to the specific neighborhood and crowd you expect to visit.

CONTROL
Conveniently control your music with any mobile device with Fusion’s free iOS or 
Android apps.  Using a control system like Crestron, ELAN or Control4?  We interface 
with those control systems with rich two-way drivers that allow you to pause, adjust 
volume or change the music.  Some of our automations partners include:

Multiple location managment from one computer!

Premium service - create custom playlists by artist


